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NAME ………………………………………… DATE ………………………

Choose the correct verb in the following sentences
1. The teacher taught us patiently. A. Teacher B. Taught C. patiently C. us

2. The sun shine bright. A. sun B. shine C. bright D. the

3. The pupils laughed loudly. A. Pupils B. the C. loudly D. laughed

4. The queen – mother dances gracefully. A. Queen B. mother C. dances

5. He sang melodiously . A. sang B. melodiously C. he D. none

6. Mr. Amponsah always goes to work. A. always B. goes C. to D. work

7. Mummy cooks for us daily. A. mummy B. cooks C. us D. daily

8. Ama travels tonight. A. Ama B. tonight C. travels D. none

9. John went to school yesterday. A. yesterday B. school C. went D.
John

10.There will be full moon fortnightly. A. fortnightly B. Full C. Moon D. Be

Choose the correct adverb of manner from the following sentences

11.Michael danced gracefully of the durbar. A. durbar B. danced C. bitterly D.
cried

12.Kwame cried bitterly when he was beaten. A. was B. beaten C. bitterly D.
cried

13.Linda spoken harshly to her litter sister. A. Linda B. Harshly C. spoken
D.Sister

14.Akwasi sang melodiously in church. A. sang B. Akwasi C. melodiously
D. in

15.Achiaa behave rudely towards the teacher. A. Behave B. towards C. Teacher
D.rudely



16.You should take a trotroa taxi. A. so B. or C. and D but

17.Today is a holiday ….. we are going to school. A. so B. or C. and D. but

18.Your clothes are dirty …… wash them. A. so B. or C. and D. but

19.Please let me a pen …….. paper. A. so B. or C. and D. but

20. It’s my birthday ….. l’m very sad. A. so B. or C. and D. but

Choose the correct preposition in the following sentences

21.He dashed into the room. A. he B. into C. room D. dashed

22.He sat near the door. A. sat B. near C. the D. door

23.His brother sat beside him.A. brother B. beside C. him D. sat

24.Rachel sat opposite her husband. A. sat B. opposite C. her D. husband

25.The teacher put the book on the table. A. put B. on C. book D. table

Choose the correct verb to fill the spaces

26.We ……. To church. A. went B. have C. gone D. go

27.Akwasi ……… reading yesterday. A. finished B. has finished
C. finish D. had finished

28.We ……… already. A. have eaten B. ate C. eat D. has eaten

29.Wiafe ……. In this town all his life. A. lived B. have lived
C. had lived D. living

30.She …… in this class for the past three months.
A. Has been B. was C. had been D. have been

SECTION B
Rewrite the following sentence and punctuate it correctly with capitals letter, question

mark, comma, and full stop.
1. mr a a kingsford is th best teacher

2. Can you give me the answer



3. this dress is ladies wear

4. mrs amponsah bought sait pepper onion and tomatoes yesterday

5. mr mark akoto is a farmer a teacher and a fisherman

Read the passage and answer the following questions.

Some time ago, Ghana had very large area of forest. The forest look very beautiful and

were Safe living place for many animals and other creatures. Many rivers and streams

also how through them. Forest are very useful to us because we depend on them for our

needs.

We get food, medicine, shelter and water from the forest. They are also the source of

the oxygen that we breadth in.

Today, however Ghana is without many of the beautiful forest creatures. Many of the

forest have disappeared because of human activities we hunt the animals in the forest

for meat, clear the forest and grow crops on the land for food.

One way to make sure that our forest do not disappeared is to stop destroying them.

Another way is to plant trees to replace those that have been cut we should also have

forest reserves where animals will live and trees will continue to grow.

Answer the following questions

1. How is forest useful to human beings.

2. What destroy our forest.

3. Name one that we do that destroy our forest

4. In what way can we make sure that our forest do not disappear.


